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Abstract

In this paper connections between cardinal invariants [2] and semigroups of

homeomorphic mappings are studied.

Let S be an abstract semigroup [1]. All right ideals of S and an empty set we

call open sets. It is clear that S will be a topological space. We denote it SR.

Let X be a topological space having an open base provided that every element of

this base is homeomorphic to X. We will denote the class of all such spaces L. Let

OH (X) denote the semigroup of all open homeomorphic mappings of X into itself,

and let G (X) be the group of all homeomorphisms of X. Let OHe (X) denote the

semigroup OH (X) \ (G (X) \e), where e is the identity element of the group G (X).

OHe
R (X) is a T0 -space, but not a T1 -space.

We denote w (X) (respectively, nw (X), πw (X)) the least cardinal number which

is the capacity of some base (respectively, of some net, of some π -base) of the space

X. We denote c (X) the least of cardinal numbers τ satisfying the next condition:

each system of mutually disjoint non-empty open subsets of X has the capacity ≤ τ .

Proposition 1. Let X ∈ L. Then OHR (X) ∈ L (respectively, OHe
R (X) ∈ L).

Proof. Let a ∈ OH (X) (respectively, a ∈ OHe (X)). One can see that the map-

ping s → as, where s ∈ OH (X) (respectively, s ∈ OHe (X)) will be a homeomor-

phism of the space OHR (X) (respectively, OHe
R (X)) to the minimal neighbourhood

aOH (respectively, aOHe) of the point a.

Proposition 2. πw (SR) = d (SR).

Proof. Let {aα}α∈A be an everywhere dense set in SR. Let us consider the

system of principal right ideals
{
aαS

1
}
α∈A. Let Ω be an open set of SR. There

exists α′ ∈ A such that aα′ ∈ Ω. Since Ω is a right ideal then aα′S1 ⊆ Ω. Hence,{
aαS

1
}
α∈A is a π -base of SR and πw (SR) ≤ d (SR).

The inverse inequality always holds.

Theorem 1. Let X ∈ L. Then πw (X) = d (OHR (X)) = d (OHe
R (X)).

Proof. It is easy to see that a set D is everywhere dense in OHR (X) (respec-

tively, in OHe
R (X)) if and only if ∀a ∈ OHR (X) (respectively, ∀a ∈ OHe

R (X))




